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Even pessimists like a little positivity, so comedian Suzi Barrett created these

inspirational-but-not-cheesy affirmation cards. Providing the fun of a horoscope with a little less

woo-woo, and full of positive affirmations, this whimsical box will help you help yourself, no

shamanistic consult required!Cheer up gift for anyone seeking a little self-help (without the

self-helpy-ness)3.75 x 5 inches; 50 cards, plus instruction cardConceived and written by Suzi

Barrett
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Picked up a set of these at the gift shop at work and now everyone comes by to get thei daily

Affirmator!Here are some of the cards I have drawn.

These are a slightly snarky yet still sincere version of affirmation cards. Fun drawings accompany

the humorous writing. Good for older teens, young adults, and adults. (Cartoon drawings shouldn't

be confused with these being for children.) Make a good gift for someone else or yourself.

These are silly and fun affirmations! I love that my older kids can enjoy them, but I think they would

be also great for college kids and young women who are looking for a little pick-me-up in a fun way!

These are thought provoking and extremely humorous. I was looking for some more and even went

to the KnockKnock website, but no such luck. A good shuffle and a random pick each morning

starts the day off well.



I love these cards. I pick a random card once a day, and it usually tells me exactly what I need to

hear that day. I try to keep it in mind all day long, and it helps me to stay more positive. Very well

made, cute and funny. I am planning to get some as gifts for my friends.

I bought a set of these for my team at work during a particularly dark time in our project lifecycle. I

slowly began introducing them to my team, inviting them to come into my office once a day to get

their "fortune" or their "mantra" for the day. They were an instant hit; they've become so popular and

loved! I'm about to switch companies, but I'm leaving the team the Affirmator cards. They are so

excited and grateful. It's a little bit of happiness for us every morning. :) I'm going to buy a new set

for my new place of employment.

I love these cards! Every morning, I shuffle the deck and draw one (or two) cards to get my day

started... always gives me a new outlook on life.

I love the design of all the cards that came in the deck! they really do help cheer me up when im

having a challenging day. Im thinking of using these cards with clients in my current placement. I

think that they will enjoy reading them and looking and the great art on the cards. Plus they are not

the typical affirmation cards some of them are really quirky and I love that about this set. Nothing is

the "normal" type of affirmations, that is what makes these so much better then other types!
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